Freedom Divers Safaga

Our Special for 315 € per person!!! *
7 nights halfboard + 5 days boat diving with
2 dives for only 315 €
* If you book for two divers in a buddy-team in a triple
room!

1 diver in a single room hb start from 365 €

So do not carry any equipment and not getting up early to get to the
boats. You will be accompanied by us on each tour!
We offer you cheap and comfortable holiday, an alternative to mass
diving tourism, aided by a selection of individual diver-hotels directly
in our area. We still will be the gathering of divers, non-divers and
dive-centre staff thing, where you can speak about the day or only
chillin in the common barbecue or on the beach.

Non-divers in a double room 7 days
halfboard start from147 €
(with own transportation/flight, plus transfers + reef-tax)
Free transfer of all the hotels in Safaga to the divecentre!
Grouprates on request!

Welcome to Freedom Divers!

El Jewhara Inn
TR-Package 315€
DR-Package 325€
SR-Package 365€

El Jewhara Lodge
TR-Package 325€
DR-Package 335€
SR-Package 390€

Alibaba Hotel
DR-Package 335€
SR-Package 370€

Nemo Hotel
DR-Package 425€
SR-Package 465€

Your partner for diving courses from beginner to professional. We
would look forward to welcome you in Safaga, right at the Red
Sea in the heart of Egypt!
The Freedom Divers are located close to the "Toubia"-hotel in
Safaga, is working since 01.02.2007 under german-egyptian
management. We offer you a few unforgettable diving
experiences. All known dive sites of Safaga as Salem Express,
Panorama Reef and Shaab Sheer are within reach. You will live in
one of the mentioned hotels.
Our offer includes 5-day tours by boat or jeep/bus or diving from
our beautiful beach, each with 2 dives per day. A combination
can be collected from you individually. Boat tours start right
outside the hotel on the beach or the marina.

Toubia Hotel
DR-Package 360€
SR-Package 385€
Welcome to the land of the Pharaohs and in a fantastic underwater
world! Always good air – DIKO, Moumen, Ahmed and team!

Further infomation at:
www.freedom-divers.de
or by email:
office@freedom-divers.de
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